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A B S T R A C T   

Thiol-based post-translational modifications (PTMs) play a key role in redox-dependent regulation and signaling. 
Functional cysteine (Cys) sites serve as redox switches, regulated through multiple types of PTMs. Herein, we aim 
to characterize the complexity of thiol PTMs at the proteome level through the establishment of a direct detection 
workflow. The LC-MS/MS based workflow allows for simultaneous quantification of protein abundances and 
multiple types of thiol PTMs. To demonstrate its utility, the workflow was applied to mouse pancreatic β-cells 
(β-TC-6) treated with thapsigargin to induce endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. This resulted in the quantifi-
cation of >9000 proteins and multiple types of thiol PTMs, including intra-peptide disulfide (S–S), S-gluta-
thionylation (SSG), S-sulfinylation (SO2H), S-sulfonylation (SO3H), S-persulfidation (SSH), and S-trisulfidation 
(SSSH). Proteins with significant changes in abundance were observed to be involved in canonical pathways such 
as autophagy, unfolded protein response, protein ubiquitination pathway, and EIF2 signaling. Moreover, ~500 
Cys sites were observed with one or multiple types of PTMs with SSH and S–S as the predominant types of 
modifications. In many cases, significant changes in the levels of different PTMs were observed on various en-
zymes and their active sites, while their protein abundance exhibited little change. These results provide evi-
dence of independent translational and post-translational regulation of enzyme activity. The observed 
complexity of thiol modifications on the same Cys residues illustrates the challenge in the characterization and 
interpretation of protein thiol modifications and their functional regulation.   

1. Introduction 

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) on protein cysteine thiols 
have been widely reported for their significance in redox signaling and 
regulation mediated by reactive oxygen/nitrogen/sulfur species (ROS/ 
RNS/RSS) [1]. The formation of these redox-dependent PTMs on protein 
thiols through different chemistry and reactants, results in multiple 
types of reversible modifications including disulfide, S-glutathionylation 
(SSG), S-sulfenylation (SOH), S-nitrosylation (SNO), S-persulfidation 
(aka. S-sulfhydration), and S-polysulfidation (S-(S)n-H, n ≥ 1) [2–4]. 
These reversible modifications may be reduced to free thiols by anti-
oxidant systems, thus impacting enzymatic activities and conformation 
of individual proteins to modulate downstream biological processes (e.g. 

cell metabolism, survival/death, inflammation, endoplasmic reticulum 
stress) in response to redox signals [5,6]. On the contrary, irreversible 
modifications such as S-sulfinylation (SO2H) and S-sulfonylation (SO3H) 
are formed by disulfide oxidation [7] or continued oxidation of SOH, 
and these modifications are often considered as markers of oxidative 
stress-related pathogenesis [8]. It should be noted that a subset of SO2H 
modification on proteins such as 2-Cys peroxiredoxins can be selectively 
reduced back to free thiols by sulfiredoxin (Srx), supporting the regu-
latory role of this modification on protein function [9]. The ability to 
accurately measure the extent and types of thiol PTMs that occur 
following a perturbation are critical for a better understanding of the 
role of thiol PTMs in altering cellular responses through regulating 
protein function and activity. 

Previous work has illustrated that the oxidation profiles can be 
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comprised of multiple types of PTMs on individual amino acid residues, 
including Cys, Tyr, and Trp [10–12]. For example, Tyr can be oxidized to 
3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), dopaquinone (DQ), and diTyr 
mediated by •OH or other redox-active species [10,13]. However, there 
is relatively limited knowledge of multiple modifications occurring at a 
single site of a given protein under physiological conditions. The cata-
lytic site of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) is one 
such example, where research has found that GAPDH is subjected to 
multiple types of oxidative modifications, each having a different effect 
on protein function [14,15]. Studies on plant or rabbit muscle GAPDH 
indicate that SNO and SOH of the catalytic Cys site have inhibitory ef-
fects on GAPDH function [16,17]. These modifications can be trans-
formed to SSG, which is a reversible modification recognized for its 
protective role in preventing over-oxidation of protein thiols into irre-
versible modifications [17,18]. Furthermore, a recent report identified a 
switch from SSG to SSH on the same cysteine site under oxidative stress, 
which was suggested as a potential mechanism to tune cellular energy 
metabolism [19]. These findings support the notion that redox regula-
tion of protein function and subsequent signaling and biological pro-
cesses is a complex, yet ‘finely tuned’ process through the diversiform of 
thiol PTMs and their dynamics under perturbations. 

The complexity and interplay of multiple forms of thiol PTMs at the 
same Cys site is an important aspect of protein regulation, as these 
changes modulate protein function and influence downstream biological 
processes. Despite a relatively good understanding of the individual 
types of thiol PTMs, identification of more than one PTM at the same Cys 
site and knowledge of how different PTM distributions dictate protein 
function is limited. Profiling for multiple types of redox PTMs at the site- 
specific level would enable a broad view of the landscape of thiol PTMs 
and potential crosstalk between redox signaling pathways and their 
regulation via redox switches. In this study, we aim to further explore 
how perturbations of the redox state can be seen through Cys sites that 

exhibit a dynamic distribution of various forms of thiol PTMs. 
Recently, mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics approaches 

have rapidly advanced to enable proteome-wide site-specific charac-
terization of various redox PTMs. Due to the labile nature and low 
abundance of redox PTMs, the majority of current approaches are in-
direct and rely on selective reduction of a single type of redox PTM or 
total thiol oxidation (i.e., all reversible forms of thiol PTMs) as a whole 
to enrich the specific types of modifications of interest [20–27]. The 
most common methods of indirect detection are the biotin-switch 
technique (BST) [28] and resin-assisted capture (RAC) [21,29]. In gen-
eral, all free thiols are first blocked by an alkylating agent, followed by 
reduction of targeted redox PTMs with specific reductants (e.g. gluta-
redoxin 1 for reducing SSG, ascorbate combined with Cu+/Cu2+ for 
reducing SNO). Then, the nascent free thiols can be tagged with 
thiol-specific biotinylating reagents to be enriched by avidin, or directly 
enriched by thiol-affinity resin, which are further subjected to MS 
analysis. These assays provide relatively robust profiling of specific 
types of redox PTMs, enabling identification of individual types of 
modifications relevant to various physiological states and processes. 
However, the major caveat of these indirect approaches is that typically 
only one type of redox PTM may be profiled in a given study, leaving an 
incomplete view of the diverse landscape of redox PTMs. 

To explore the complex and multiform redox PTM landscape in a 
biological system, we devised a MS-based direct detection workflow 
without enrichment steps to enable simultaneous quantitative profiling 
of the global proteome and multiple types of thiol PTMs in a single 
experiment. Using pancreatic β-cells under ER stress as a model system 
for a perturbed cellular redox state, we hypothesize that cysteine site 
PTM profiles are diversified by multiple forms of thiol PTMs that induce 
specific biological responses to oxidative stress. The conceptual advan-
tage of the direct detection strategy was recently demonstrated in the 
profiling of persulfidation [30]. Given the reported potential instability 
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of protein persulfidation and polysulfidation (S-(S)n-H, n ≥ 1) [31], we 
evaluated an alternative alkylation agent, β-(4-hydroxyphenyl)ethyl 
iodoacetamide (HPE-IAM), for blocking reactive thiol groups including 
hydropolysulfides based on its reported mild electrophilicity to generate 
comparably stable adducts with hydropolysulfides [32]. Using this deep 
proteome profiling strategy, we are able to investigate the distribution of 
multiple types of thiol PTMs (intra-peptide disulfide (S–S), SSG, SO2H, 
SO3H, SSH, and SSSH) in pancreatic β-cells undergoing endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) stress. This work demonstrated the presence of a variety 
of thiol modifications with many of them on the same cysteine residues 
and exhibiting different combinatorial modifications on closely located 
cysteine sites. Our study emphasizes the complexity of redox PTMs and 
their regulation in biological systems, as revealed by evidence of pro-
teins displaying distinctive changes in protein abundances and PTM 
levels. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Cell line and cell culture 

Mouse pancreatic β-cells (β-TC-6) (ATCC# CRL-11506) were 
cultured in RPMI-1640 containing 15% FBS, 11.1 mM glucose, 1 mM 
glutamine, and 1% anti-biotic/mycotic [22]. RAW 264.7 (ATCC # 
TIB-71) cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, 
2 mM L-glutamine (Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL), and 1% pen-
icillin–streptomycin (Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL) [33]. The cells were 
maintained in a humid incubator at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2. Prior to treat-
ment, both β-TC-6 cells and RAW 264.7 cells were seeded into 100 mm 
culture plates and grown until 60% confluent. To induce ER stress, 
original growth media was removed and replaced with media containing 
400 nM thapsigargin (Tg) for an additional 18 h [22,34]. Cell culture 
without Tg treatment was used as a control experiment. Five biological 
replicates were used for both control and Tg-treated experiment. 

2.2. Resin-assisted capture (RAC) of protein thiols to evaluate alkylation 
reagents 

To evaluate the alkylation efficiency of HPE-IAM versus NEM, the 
RAC protocol was applied to capture proteins containing non-alkylated 
thiols. RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage cells were rinsed twice with PBS 
buffer (pH 7.4) and harvested in lysis buffer A (250 mM HEPES, 10 mM 
EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, pH 7.5) containing HPE-IAM (1, 5, 10, or 15 
mM) or lysis buffer B (250 mM MES, 10 mMEDTA, 1% Triton X-100, pH 
6.0) containing NEM (10 or 100 mM). Lysis buffer B containing no 
alkylation agent was used as a control experiment. Cell lysates were 
centrifuged at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4 ◦C to remove cell debris. HPE- 
IAM-alkylation was carried out at 37 ◦C while NEM alkylation was 
carried out at 55 ◦C. Both reactions were conducted in the dark with 2% 
SDS for 30 min, followed by acetone precipitation overnight at − 20 ◦C. 
Protein pellets were washed with acetone twice then re-suspended in 
250 mM HEPES containing 8 M urea and 0.1% SDS (pH 7.0). All protein 
samples were reduced with 20 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), followed by 
buffer exchange to 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.0) containing 1 M urea and 
0.1% SDS. Protein concentration was measured by bicinchoninic acid 
(BCA) assay. 150 μg protein from each sample was transferred to pre- 
conditioned thiol-affinity resin (Thiopropyl Sepharose 6B resin, 30 
mg/column) for 2h enrichment in 120 μL of 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 
7.7) containing 0.1% SDS. The detailed experimental condition for 
resin-assisted enrichment of proteins containing free thiols is described 
elsewhere [35,36]. Briefly, after enrichment, unbound proteins con-
taining no free thiols were washed off. Proteins covalently bound on 
resin were digested with trypsin, followed by another wash to remove 
non-cysteine peptides. 20 mM DTT was used to elute cysteine-containing 
peptides. The enriched peptide samples were stored at − 20 ◦C before 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

2.3. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

SDS-PAGE was carried out using a 4%–12% (w/v) precast linear 
gradient Tris-HCl polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad) to compare the enriched 
peptide amount using different types and concentrations of alkylation 
reagents. Equal volumes (15.6 μL) of the above cysteine-containing 
peptide samples and LDS loading buffer were mixed and incubated at 
70 ◦C for 10 min with 50 mM DTT. 6 μL of See Blue Plus 2 protein 
standard was loaded onto the gel. Gel electrophoresis was run at 120 V 
for 30 min in Tris/glycine/SDS buffer (Bio-Rad), followed by silver 
staining according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo 
Scientific). 

2.4. Sample preparation for LC-MS/MS evaluation of alkylation reagents 

RAW 264.7 cells were rinsed twice with PBS buffer without calcium 
and magnesium and harvested in lysis buffer A (250 mM HEPES, 10 mM 
EDTA, 0.1 mM neocuproine, 1% Triton X-100, 8 M urea, pH 7.5) con-
taining 10 mM HPE-IAM, or lysis buffer B (250 mM MES, 10 mM EDTA, 
0.1 mM neocuproine, 1% Triton X-100, pH 6.0) containing 10 mM NEM. 
Cell lysates were spun down at 16,000 g, at 4 ◦C for 10 min to collect 
protein in supernatant. HPE-IAM and NEM alkylation was conducted 
with 2% SDS at 37 ◦C and 55 ◦C, respectively, in the dark for 30 min, 
followed by acetone precipitation. For HPE-IAM alkylated samples, the 
protein pellet was resuspended in 250 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) containing 8 
M urea and 5 mM HPE-IAM, then incubated at 37 ◦C in the dark for 30 
min to ensure all free thiols were alkylated. Protein pellets of NEM- 
alkylated samples were resuspended in 250 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) con-
taining 8 M urea. Protein concentration was measured by BCA. 100 μg 
protein from each sample was subjected to trypsin digestion at 37 ◦C for 
3 h. The samples were desalted with C18 SPE Clean-up column (Agilent 
technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and concentrated by a SC110 Speed Vac 
(ThermoSavant, Holbrook, NY). Samples were reconstituted with 30 μL 
0.1% formic acid. The final protein concentration of each sample was 
0.1 μg/μL for LC-MS/MS analysis. Three biological replicates were used 
for each alkylation condition. 

2.5. Sample preparation for direct detection of protein thiol modifications 

After treatment, β-TC-6 cells were rinsed twice with PBS buffer 
without calcium and magnesium and harvested in lysis buffer (250 mM 
HEPES, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM neocuproine, 1% Triton X-100, 8 M urea, 
pH 7.5) containing 10 mM HPE-IAM. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 
16,000 g, at 4 ◦C for 10 min to collect protein in supernatant. Subse-
quently, alkylation was conducted with 2% SDS at 37 ◦C in the dark for 
30 min, followed by acetone precipitation. The protein pellet was 
resuspended in 250 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) containing 5 mM HPE-IAM and 
8 M urea and incubated at 37 ◦C in the dark for 30 min. Protein con-
centration was measured by BCA. 100 μg protein from each sample was 
subjected to trypsin digestion at 37 ◦C for 3 h. The samples were cleaned 
up with C18 SPE Clean-up column and concentrated by a SC110 Speed 
Vac. Peptides were then labeled with TMT10-plex (Pierce Biotech-
nology, Rockford, IL) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The 
samples were pooled together, cleaned up, and concentrated again. The 
purified peptides were dissolved in a solution containing 3% acetoni-
trile; 97% ultrapure water and quantified by BCA. 40 μg of peptide was 
fractionated using a reversed-phase Phenomenex Jupiter C18 column 
(65 cm × 200 μM internal diameter (ID) packed with 3 μm particles) on a 
nanoAcquity ultra performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system 
(Waters). Binary solvent buffers (~pH 7) are comprised of mobile phase 
A (10 mM ammonium formate in water) and mobile phase B (acetoni-
trile). Peptides were separated using a gradient applied as follows: 35 
min with buffer A, and then separated with buffer B from 1% to 10% in 2 
min, 15 min to 15%, 35 min to 25%, 25 min to 35%, 13 min to 45%, and 
43 min to 90%. The column was washed with 90% B for min and 
returned back to 99% A in 10 min. Eluted peptides were separated into 
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96 fractions in 1-min intervals, which were concatenated into 24 frac-
tions using a HTC PAL autosampler (CTC analytics) running Chronos 
software. The flow rate was kept at 2.2 μL/min. Fractions were 
dispensed into wells of a 96 well plate containing 20 μL of 0.03% N- 
Dodecyl-β-maltoside to facilitate collection and prevent peptide loss. 
Samples were stored frozen until second-dimension low pH LC-MS/MS. 

2.6. LC-MS/MS analysis 

LC–MS/MS analysis was performed was performed as previously 
described [37]. Briefly, LC-MS/MS was performed using a nanoAcquity 
UPLC system (Waters) coupled to a Q-Exactive HF-X Orbitrap Mass 
Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) with a 120-min LC 
gradient. Full MS spectra were recorded at resolution of 60 K with an 
automated gain control (AGC) value of 3e6. Data were acquired with a 
full MS scan over the range of m/z 300–1800. MS/MS was performed in 
a data dependent mode (DDA) at a resolution of 45 K. The most abun-
dant 12 parent ions were selected for MS/MS using high-energy collision 
dissociation (HCD) with a normalized collision energy setting of 30. 
Precursor ion activation was performed with an isolation width of 0.7 
Da. The AGC target value for MS/MS scans was 1e5. Dynamic exclusion 
time was set at 45 s. 

2.7. Data analysis 

LC-MS/MS raw data converted into dta files using Bioworks Cluster 
3.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cambridge, MA) and the MS-GF + algo-
rithm [38] (v2021.03.22) was used to search MS/MS spectra against the 
FASTA files of Mus musculus Uniprot database (released in 2017-04-12) 
using the following parameters: Parent ion tolerance was ± 20 ppm; 
Static 10-plex TMT modification of lysine and N-termini of peptides 
(229.1629 Da); Dynamic modification setup included oxidation of 
methionine (15.9949 Da), HPE-IAM modification on free thiol 
(177.0790 Da), persulfide with HPE-IAM (SS-HPE-IAM, 209.0510 Da) or 
trisulfides (SSS-HPE-IAM, 241.0231 Da), S-glutathionylation (SSG, 
305.0681 Da), S-sulfinylation (SO2H, 31.9898 Da), S-sulfonylation 
(SO3H, 47.9847 Da), and intra-peptide disulfide (S–S, − 1.0078 Da on 
each Cys residue). Partially tryptic termini were used for searching. The 
spectral level false discovery rate (FDR) was ≤1% based on a 
target-decoy searching strategy. Peptide identification was filtered by 
MSGFDB SpecEvalue < 1E–9, –10 < DelM_ppm <10, PepQvalue <0.01 
to control FDR at global level ~1%. TMT reporter ion intensities of 
peptides were normalized, summed, and log2 transformed for corre-
sponding protein abundance quantification. 

For PTM level data, reporter ion intensities of peptides with same 
sequences and modifications were summed to quantify unique peptides 
with modifications. To control the FDR for PTM-containing peptides, all 
unique cysteine-containing peptides were filtered by the following 
criteria: at least two forms were found on the same Cys sites including 
alkylated SH (unmodified form), SSH, SSSH, SSG, SO2H, SO3H, or S–S. 
This filtering step was combined with filtering by MSGFDB SpecEvalue 
< 1E–10 to control the FDR at PTM level to be <1%. The peptides are 
mapped with protein sequences to get the Cys site locations. Each of the 
peptide-containing Cys are annotated with site location on the protein 
and its modification form. After the filtering steps, intensities of peptides 
with the same modification forms on the same Cys sites or motifs were 
aggregated to quantify the modifications at site level. Student t-test was 
applied to compare the levels of protein expression or thiol modifica-
tions. The Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value was calculated to 
control the false discovery rate (FDR) among comparison [39,40]. The 
statistically significant changes of protein expression and thiol modifi-
cation between Tg-treated and control samples were identified when 
adjusted p-value < 0.05 and 0.15, respectively. The heatmaps of the 
protein levels and PTM levels were generated from median centered 
intensity values for each protein or each protein PTM form using an R 
script and ggplot2 package. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) (QIAGEN 

Inc) core analysis [41] was applied to analyze canonical pathways for 
both the global protein expression data and thiol PTM data. Cysteine 
sites were highlighted in protein structures using ICM-Browser Pro. 

2.8. Data availability 

The raw datasets presented in this study can be found in online re-
positories. The names of the repository/repositories and accession 
number(s) can be found below: Massive.ucsd.edu with accession: 
MSV000087543. The data will also be available through Proteo-
meXchange with accession: PXD026358. 

3. Results 

3.1. Assessment of the direct detection method for profiling thiol PTMs 

Conceptually, all types of protein thiol PTMs are potentially identi-
fiable by shotgun LC-MS/MS, provided that the modifications can be 
preserved during sample processing and MS analyses and their abun-
dance is sufficient for MS detection. Following this notion, we devised a 
workflow (Fig. 1A), relying on efficient blocking of all reactive thiols, 
including both free thiols (-SH) and hydropolysulfides (-S-(S)n-H, n ≥ 1), 
which are prone to being oxidized or altered during sample processing. 
Most types of thiol PTMs including SSG, SO2H, SO3H, and disulfides are 
relatively stable during sample processing or LC-MS/MS analyses, while 
SOH and SNO are labile (prone to further reactions and degradation) 
[42,43]. Following blocking of reactive thiols, multiple types of the 
above-mentioned stable thiol PTMs may be detected directly by 
LC-MS/MS profiling without enriching specific types of PTMs. 

In developing our workflow, we were concerned about the stability 
of protein hydropolysulfides during the alkylation step. Recently, 
Bogdándi et al. reported that the use of a strong alkylation agent such as 
N-Ethylmaleimide (NEM) can cleave polysulfur chains of small- 
molecular-weight polysulfur species (e.g. glutathione polysulfides, G 
(S)nG, n > 2) and polysulfide species on GAPDH while β-(4-hydrox-
yphenyl) ethyl iodoacetamide (HPE-IAM) is an alkylation reagent that 
largely preserves polysulfides [31]. Built upon this observation, we 
evaluated NEM and HPE-IAM as two alkylation reagents (Fig. 1B), 
where HPE-IAM was previously highlighted for its mild electrophilicity 
to generate comparably stable adducts with hydropolysulfides. It was 
reported that compared to commonly used NEM, HPE-IAM had a potent 
protective effect on various cellular small-molecular-weight polysulfides 
against degradation via cleavage of sulfur bonds [44]. However, this 
alkylation agent has not been well evaluated for proteomics applica-
tions, while NEM is commonly used to block free thiols quickly to avoid 
possible artificial oxidation of free thiols during processing [29]. Thus, 
we compared different concentrations of HPE-IAM and NEM for their 
efficiency in blocking free thiols and the preservation of protein 
polysulfides. 

All initial method assessments were performed using mouse RAW 
264.7 macrophage cells. During cell lysis, 1, 5, 10, 15 mM HPE-IAM or 
10, 100 mM NEM was included for blocking reactive thiols for 30 min 
(Fig. 1C). Given our interest in identifying protein S-polysulfidation 
modifications, the selection of the range of concentrations and reaction 
conditions were based on previous studies for stabilization of poly-
sulfides, with some potential compromise for alkylation efficiency [32, 
44]. To assess alkylation efficiency, we enriched all proteins that con-
tained either unblocked free thiols (due to incomplete alkylation) or 
reversibly oxidized thiols by treating protein samples with 20 mM DTT. 
Following resin-assisted capture (RAC) of thiol-containing proteins and 
on-resin trypsin digestion, the final cysteine (Cys)-containing peptides 
were eluted by DTT for SDS-PAGE. 100 mM NEM as an alkylation re-
agent clearly showed the best alkylation efficiency since it had the least 
number of Cys-containing peptides (from either formerly oxidized thiols 
or unblocked free thiols) enriched by RAC (Fig. 1C). On the contrary, 1 
mM HPE-IAM had the least visible effect on blocking free thiols while 10 
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mM HPE-IAM and 10 mM NEM displayed comparable blocking effi-
ciency in reducing the amounts of Cys-containing peptides that are 
enriched. 

Next, we compared the differences in 10 mM HPE-IAM and 10 mM 
NEM as two alkylation conditions in preserving endogenous protein S- 
polysulfidation as assessed by LC-MS/MS. Protein samples after blocking 
of reactive thiols were directly subjected to trypsin digestion without 
further reduction and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. The average number of 
all unique peptides containing cysteines, alkylated unmodified cysteines 
(-SH), and alkylated polysulfides (-SSH and –SSSH) from three replicates 
were compared to assess the effect of alkylation on the detectability of 
polysulfides (Fig. 1D). The numbers of total Cys-containing peptides 
(~5700) and unmodified Cys-containing (SH) peptides (~5300) were 
comparable for both HPE-IAM and NEM as alkylation reagents. The 
alkylation efficiency was similarly high for both reagents with only ~1% 
Cys-containing peptides identified as unblocked free thiols. However, 
the number of SSH containing peptides identified were much lower in 
NEM samples compared to HPE-IAM samples. The results are consistent 
with the previous observation that NEM is a strong alkylation reagent, 
which can cleave polysulfur chains [31]. The number of SSSH contain-
ing peptides identified were too low to see a clear difference between the 
two alkylation reagents. Together, these results demonstrated that 
HPE-IAM not only provided good alkylation efficiency for reactive 
thiols, but is also much better at preserving persulfides. Thus, 10 mM 
HPE-IAM was selected as the condition for the initial blocking step to 
efficiently block reactive thiols and preserve polysulfide modifications 
in the direct detection workflow. 

3.2. Simultaneous quantitative profiling of the global proteome and 
multiple types of thiol PTMs 

One of our interests is to reveal the distinctive translational and 
redox-dependent posttranslational regulatory mechanisms through 
PTMs in pancreatic beta-cells under ER stress by applying the direct 
detection method. Since the direct detection method does not involve 
any enrichment of PTMs, the shotgun profiling will allow simultaneous 

measurements of both protein and PTM abundances. To facilitate mul-
tiplexed quantification with a deep proteome coverage, we have incor-
porated isobaric TMT labeling (10-plex) and high pH reversed phase LC 
fractionation (Fig. 2A). This workflow enabled comparison between the 
control and ER stress conditions of β-cells (n = 5 biological replicates) 
induced by 400 nM thapsigargin (Tg) [22]. In total, 126,531 unique 
peptides covering 9342 proteins were quantitatively measured (Fig. 2B, 
Table S1), reflecting a relatively deep proteome coverage for β-cells. 
Fig. 2C further summarizes the overall coverage of total unique 
Cys-containing peptides and peptides containing different types of thiol 
PTMs, including SSH and SSSH (alkylated by HPE-IAM), SSG, SO2H, 
SO3H, and intra-peptide disulfide (S–S). All modifications were identi-
fied with FDR controlled at <1% for each type of modification (see 
Methods). We also note that while it is technically difficult to identify 
inter-peptide disulfides using shotgun proteomics, it is possible to 
identify intra-peptide disulfides (i.e., two Cys residues within the same 
peptide sequence) with 2 Da mass loss with confidence. SSH and 
intra-peptide disulfide were observed as the two most common thiol 
PTMs in this dataset. 

3.3. Alterations in β-cell global proteome by thapsigargin-induced ER 
stress 

ER stress has been reported as a potential mechanism contributing to 
pancreatic β-cell death in both type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes [45, 
46]. However, the detailed proteome-wide response of pancreatic β-cells 
to ER stress has not been reported. Fig. 3A displays a substantial pro-
teome response to Tg-induced ER stress at the protein expression level. 
Compared to control, 2945 out of 9342 proteins were either up- or 
down-regulated (adjusted p-value < 0.05) (Table S1). Based on In-
genuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) (Fig. 3B), the most significantly 
enriched canonical pathways include autophagy, protein ubiquitination 
pathway, unfolded protein response, EIF2 signaling, and tRNA charging. 
ER stress is well known for triggering autophagy [47] and the 
ubiquitin-proteasome system is also interconnected with ER stress 
regulation and autophagy [48]. Moreover, pathways related to β-cell 

Fig. 1. Assessment of a direct detection workflow for thiol PTM profiling. (A) Workflow schematics: 1) cell lysis and blocking (alkylation); 2) trypsin digestion. Free 
thiols, –SH; S-polysulfidation, -S-(S)n-H; S-glutathionylation, -SSG; S-sulfinylation, –SO2; S-sulfonylation, –SO3; Other forms of thiol modification, -SOx; Alkylation, 
Alk. (B) Alkylation reagents used in the workflow. (C) Evaluation of alkylation efficiency of HPE-IAM and NEM via RAC protocol. 0 mM (without alkylation agent) 
was used as a control experiment. (D) Number of unique peptides in RAW cells alkylated by 10 mM HPE-IAM or 10 mM NEM. Cys pepts, total cysteine-containing 
peptides; SH, peptides containing alkylated cysteine thiols; SSH, peptides containing alkylated persulfides; SSSH, peptides containing alkylated trisulfides. 
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functions and cell fate were enriched as well, including the insulin 
secretion signaling pathway, G2/M DNA damage checkpoint regulation, 
sirtuin signaling pathway, etc. It was proposed that insulin secretion can 
be inhibited by dysregulation of ER stress signaling in the development 
of Type 2 diabetes mellitus [49], and possibly through loss of the insulin 
receptor [50]. Sirtuin as a NAD+-dependent deacetylase is known to 
associate with oxidative stress, inflammation, and mitochondrial func-
tion [51]. It has been reported to be induced by ER stress and a 
contributor to ER stress-induced cellular damage [52], while Sirtuin 
may play a protective role in β cells and improve insulin resistance in 
insulin-sensitive tissues [51,53]. These enriched pathways suggest the 
presence of sophisticated regulatory networks in β cells. 

Fig. 3C further highlights the expression changes of selected proteins 
in some of the top pathways. In response to Tg, increased protein 
abundances were observed in many known proteins involved in the 
unfolded protein response (UPR), including a number of classical ER 
stress response proteins such as activating transcription factor 6 (Atf6), 
activating transcription factor 4 (Atf4), DNA-damage inducible tran-
script 3 (Ddit3, aka. CHOP), endoplasmic reticulum chaperone BiP 
(GRP78), CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein β, γ (aka. C/EBP, Cebpb, 
Cebpg), and DnaJ heat shock proteins (Dnaja3, Dnaja4) [54]. The upre-
gulation of these proteins indicated an enhanced protein folding activity 
by β-cells in response to the accumulation of unfolded or misfolded 
proteins due to ER stress induced by Tg. Moreover, increased active 
degradation activity of unwanted proteins was also observed, based on 
the upregulation of proteins (e.g. PAT complex subunit CCDC47) 
involved in ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD) (Table S1). 
Interestingly, expression of proteins mediating cell survival (e.g., 

apoptosis antagonizing transcription factor, Aatf) were also found to be 
upregulated (Table S1) [55]. These results suggest a balanced cell fate 
decision in β-cells in the presence of ER stress. 

Significant upregulation of autophagy was also observed, including 
the upregulation of a number of autophagy-related proteins (ATGs) 
(Fig. 3C), which were previously reported to participate in autophago-
some formation and are associated with UPR [56]. Sequestosome-1 
(Sqstm1/p62) is another upregulated protein, which is reported to be 
involved in the degradation of misfolded proteins via selective auto-
phagy [57]. EIF2 signaling was observed as upregulated in response to 
ER stress. Phosphorylated eukaryotic initiation factor 2 α subunit 
(EIF2α) sequesters EIF2β to inhibit general translation and protein 
synthesis during ER stress while upregulating translation of specific UPR 
mRNAs such as Atf4 [58]. In our results, components involved in 
forming the EIF2 ternary complex presented significantly higher protein 
abundances in the presence of ER stress induced by Tg (Fig. 3C), sug-
gesting upregulation of EIF2 signaling at the protein translation level. 
Amino acid biosynthesis regulation (aka. tRNA charging) was another 
significantly upregulated pathway, covering tRNA synthetases using 
specific amino acids including Met, Leu, Trp, Val, Gly, Ala, and Cys 
(Fig. 3C). Interestingly, increased amino acid flux and tRNA charging 
during ER stress have been reported in β-cells despite attenuated protein 
synthesis, which is a general strategy to protect β cells from apoptosis 
[59]. 

Fig. 3D presents a graphical summary of the dataset based on IPA, 
which highlights some of the major biological themes identified and 
their associated relationships. Interestingly, IPA highlights a number of 
upstream regulators, including transcriptional regulators (e.g., FOXM1, 

Fig. 2. Direct detection deep profiling 
workflow for simultaneous profiling of the 
global proteome and multiple thiol PTMs. 
(A) Sample preparation workflow comprised 
of 10-plex TMT labeling and high pH 
reversed phase LC fractionation. Pancreatic 
β-cells were treated with thapsigargin (Tg) to 
induce ER stress while cells without treat-
ment were used as control. Proteins were 
extracted from 5 biological replicates of 
control and Tg-treated samples followed by 
HPE-IAM blocking and trypsin digestion. 
After TMT labeling, all samples were pooled 
and fractionated into 24 fractions. Intensities 
of reporter ions were quantified and 
compared across channels. (B) Global pro-
teome coverage. (C) Coverage of cysteine- 
containing peptides, and different types of 
thiol PTM-containing peptides. Total Cys 
pept, total cysteine-containing peptides, SH/ 
unmod, unmodified cysteine-containing 
peptides.   
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NEUROD1) inferred from the observed abundance changes exhibited by 
their target proteins. FOXM1 is an important transcription factor that 
promotes β-cell proliferation through activation of genes necessary for 
cell cycle progression and insulin secretion [60,61] and is required for 
sustaining pancreatic β-cell mass in mice [62]. Previous studies have 
found that the NEUROD1 transcription factor is required for processes 
such as pancreatic development or insulin expression and mutations of 
this gene are known to cause type II diabetes [63,64]. The inhibition of 
these transcriptional regulators could be potential novel mechanisms 
involved in how pancreatic β-cells respond to ER stress. 
Down-regulation of FOXM1 or NEUROD1 pathways could result in 
reduced proliferative capacity, function, or insulin secretion, in an effort 
by the β-cell to manage ER stress and promote cell survival. 

3.4. Detection of multiple types of thiol PTMs and their changes under ER 
stress 

One of our interests was to identify redox-dependent post-trans-
lational regulation through different types of thiol PTMs in addition to 
translational regulation. In our dataset, 1730 out of 10,924 unique 
cysteine-containing peptides are modified with different forms of redox 
PTMs (Fig. 2C). We further aggregated these modified peptides to the 
Cys site level by summing reporter ion intensities of peptides with the 
same modifications on the same Cys sites. In total, 1506 Cys sites were 
quantified, carrying different types of modifications across samples. Due 
to the relatively large variation of the abundance data at the PTM level, 
we applied a relatively loose cutoff of p-value < 0.025 and adjusted p- 
value < 0.15 to identify thiol PTMs with significant changes. 129 
modified Cys sites showed increased levels, while 102 Cys sites had 
decreased levels of modifications in response to Tg treatment (Fig. 4A). 
Consistent with previous reports, the majority of SSH-modified Cys sites 

Fig. 3. Global proteome changes due to Thapsigargin-induced ER stress. (A) Volcano plot comparing protein expression levels in Tg-treated samples to control 
samples. Proteins with significant changes in abundance (adjusted p-value < 0.05) were indicated in red (up-regulated) or green (down-regulated). (B) Top canonical 
pathways from Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). The adjusted p-value indicated the significance of a given pathway being enriched with the observed genes/ 
proteins. The z-score indicates the activation (z-score > 0) or inhibition (z-score < 0) of the given pathway based on the direction of abundance changes of associated 
proteins. (C) Heatmap of the differentially expressed proteins (adjusted p-value < 0.05) related to ER stress response. Relative abundances were log2 transformed. 
“Ctrl 1” – “Ctrl 5” are the replicates of control samples. “Tg 1” – “Tg 5” are the replicates of Tg-treated samples. Protein names are presented as abbreviation with 
Uniprot IDs. (D) Network summary from IPA. Proteins with significantly changed expression levels were used for the IPA functional analyses. (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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displayed increased levels in Tg-treated samples (Fig. 4B), suggesting 
that the SSH modification was promoted in the presence of ER stress 
where more active H2S and ROS production may occur [22]. Moreover, 
SSSH-modified sites displayed increased levels, following the same trend 
as SSH, despite the overall low number of observed SSSH-modifications. 
Additionally, >15% of the Cys sites were observed with more than one 
type of PTM with some of the sites containing 4–6 types of modifications 
on the same sites (Fig. 4C). IPA analysis of the proteins with significant 
changes at the PTM level revealed several enriched canonical pathways 
(Fig. 4D). Despite the small number of modified proteins in total (n =
231), several common pathways were identified at both the protein 
expression and PTM level, including EIF2 signaling, Sirtuin signaling 
pathway, protein ubiquitination pathway, tRNA charging, and unfolded 
protein response. Overall, the data suggest that many of these pathways 
are regulated at both translational and post-translational levels through 
redox PTMs. In some cases, changes in redox PTMs are clearly inde-
pendent of changes in protein abundance. For example, ER stress 
response proteins including protein disulfide isomerase associated 3 
(Pdia3), transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase (Vcp), eukaryotic 
translation elongation factor 2 (Eef2), and ER resident protein 29 
(Erp29) showed decreased levels of thiol PTMs, although the changes in 
abundance of these proteins were either not significant or slightly 
increased in the Tg-treated condition compared to the controls 
(Table S3). 

3.5. Complexity of multiform PTMs on the same Cys residues and their 
functional implications 

Perhaps the most revealing data from this study is the observation of 
multiple types of modifications at the same Cys sites for different 

proteins (Table 1), representing a novel set of data reflecting the 
complexity of thiol PTMs. For example, Cys150 at the catalytic site of 
GAPDH is a well-established example of a redox-sensitive cysteine that 
can be altered, and impact enzymatic activities as mentioned in the 
introduction. On Cys150, we identified SSH, SSSH, SO2H, SO3H, SSG, as 
well as a disulfide with the neighboring Cys154. The diversity of mod-
ifications at this site suggests that GAPDH is sensitive to the changes in 
the oxidative environment, which in turn leads to subtle changes in 
protein activity. Among these modifications, increased levels of SSH and 
SSG were quantified in Tg-treated samples compared to control while 
the abundance of GAPDH was not significantly changed (Table S3). On 
the contrary, the levels of SO2H, SO3H, and disulfides were significantly 
decreased. Interestingly, we also observed a proteoform where Cys150 
and Cys154 had SO3H at the same time, suggesting that there are 
catalytically inactivated instances of GAPDH present in the cell. 

Another example is the autophagic receptor protein Sqstm1/p62, 
which was observed as upregulated during ER stress. p62 is known to be 
controlled via PTMs, including phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and 
oxidation [65–67]. Cys105 and Cys113 are the two cysteines that tend to 
form a disulfide bond for oligomerization in oxidative stress conditions, 
promoting the formation of autophagosomes [67]. In our datasets, no 
Cys105- or Cys113-containing peptides were identified due to the lim-
itation of trypsin digestion in this study. Instead, a variety of modifica-
tions were identified on three CXXC motifs of Sqstm1/p62 including 
Cys128 and Cys131, Cys142 and Cys145, Cys151 and Cys154 (Fig. 5; 
Table S3), where disulfides were found on all three motifs. With 
correction by protein abundance fold-change, Cys128 and Cys131, 
Cys142 and Cys145 showed significantly higher levels of disulfide for-
mation in the Tg-treated samples. Furthermore, SSH on Cys128 and SSH 
and SO2H on Cys131 were identified, suggesting that this motif was 

Fig. 4. Thiol modification changes due to Thapsigargin-induced ER stress. (A) Volcano plot comparing modification level of Cys sites in Tg-treated samples to control 
samples. Cys sites with significantly altered at modification level (p-value < 0.025 and adjusted p-value < 0.15) were indicated in red (increased level) or green 
(decreased level). (B) Number of identifications for each type of modification analyzed that exhibited significantly changed levels on Cys sites. (C) Histogram 
representing the distribution of the number of Cys sites observed with 1–6 forms of modifications. (D) Top canonical pathways from IPA. Cys sites with significantly 
altered PTM levels were used for the IPA functional analyses. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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Table 1 
Proteins with Cys sites bearing multiple types of PTM types (n ≥ 4).  

Protein ID Protein description Representative seq Cys Site # of PTM types Detected PTMs 

1433T_MOUSE 14-3-3 protein theta DNLTLWTSDSAGEECDAAEGAEN 237 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH 
EF1A1_MOUSE Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 PMCVESFSDYPPLGR 411 4 SO3H, SSG, SSH, SSSH 
ERH_MOUSE Enhancer of rudimentary homolog TYADYESVNECMEGVCK 28 4 S–S, SO2H, SSH, SSSH 
G3P_MOUSE Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase IVSNASCTTNCLAPLAK 150 6 S–S, SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH, SSSH 

IVSNASCTTNCLAPLAK 154 6 S–S, SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH, SSSH 
GDIB_MOUSE Rab GDP dissociation inhibitor beta TDDYLDQPCCETINR 203 4 SO3H, SSH, SSSH, S–S 
MDHC_MOUSE Malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic ENFSCLTR 154 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH 
MDHM_MOUSE Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial GYLGPEQLPDCLKGCDVVV 89 4 S–S, SO2H, SO3H, SSH 

GYLGPEQLPDCLKGCDVVV 93 5 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH, S–S 
PARK7_MOUSE Parkinson disease protein 7 homolog VTVAGLAGKDPVQCSR 46 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH 
PGAM1_MOUSE Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 YADLTEDQLPSCESLK 153 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH 
PGK1_MOUSE Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 TGQATVASGIPAGWMGLDCGTESSK 316 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSH, SSSH 
TBA1A_MOUSE Tubulin alpha-1A chain AYHEQLSVAEITNACFEPANQMVKCDPR 295 5 S–S, SO2H, SO3H, SSH, SSSH 
TBA1B_MOUSE Tubulin alpha-1B chain SIQFVDWCPTGFK 347 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSH, SSSH 
TBB1_MOUSE Tubulin beta-1 chain ENTDACFCIDNEALYDICFR 201 4 SO3H, S–S, SSSH, SSH 
TBB2A_MOUSE Tubulin beta-2A chain LTTPTYGDLNHLVSATMSGVTTCLR 239 5 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH, SSSH 
TBB4A_MOUSE Tubulin beta-4A chain EIVHLQAGQCGNQIGAKF 12 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSG, SSH 
TERA_MOUSE Transitional endoplasmic reticulum ATPase IHCEGEPIKREDEEESLNEVGYDDIGGCR 209 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSH, S–S 
UBA1_MOUSE Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 1 DNPGVVTCLDEAR 234 4 SO2H, SO3H, SSH, SSSH  

Fig. 5. Levels of multiple types of modifications on Cys sites of CISD1, COF1 and SQSTM/p62 and their structures (PDB: 3REE, 6VAO, 5YP7) [94–96] highlighting 
Cys locations. CISD1: Cys72, Cys74, and Cys83 (identified in our study) are shown to illustrate their close proximity to each other and the [2Fe–2S] cluster. Orange 
spheres represent Iron atoms while yellow spheres represent the sulfur atoms. COF1: Cys39, 80 (shown here to emphasize proximity with Cys39), 139, and 147 are 
highlighted in the structure. SQSTM: Cys sites 128, 131, 142, 145, 151, and 154 are illustrated in structure. The heatmaps on the left display abundance changes at 
both the protein level and the PTM level for different Cys sites. Dis: disulfide. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the Web version of this article.) 
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sensitive to multiple redox signals. 
Another major class of proteins observed with multiple types of 

redox PTMs are cytoskeletal components. We uncovered numerous sites 
on both alpha- and beta-tubulin (Table S3), in agreement with a pro-
posed concept of redox-dependent regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics 
as was described for neuronal cells in a previous review [68]. Actin is 
another type of cytoskeletal protein that has many interacting proteins 
including those that modulate their polymerization, such as the redox 
regulated protein Cofilin-1 (COF1) [69,70]. A previous report investi-
gating an isoform of Cofilin-1, named Cofilin-2, identified Cys39 as a 
critical residue for the formation of a disulfide with Cys80 (also illus-
trated for Cofilin-1 in Fig. 5), where the phosphorylation status of the 
protein impacts whether this disulfide forms, leading to formation of 
fibrillar aggregates [71]. Molecular dynamic simulations from this work 
showed that Cys39 is more easily oxidized when Cofilin-2 is phosphor-
ylated, leading to formation of a disulfide. Intriguingly, the same study 
found that WT Cofilin-2 treated with H2O2 showed no signs of oxidation, 
however a phosphomimetic of the same protein treated with H2O2 
resulted in SO3H or thiosulfonic acid (S2O2H) at Cys39, which is 
believed to be a degradation product of a former disulfide bridge [71]. In 
contrast, our data shows significant down-regulation of SO2H or SO3H at 
Cys39 following ER stress (Fig. 5), suggesting that more disulfides could 
be formed following ER stress, however we did not observe any 
Cys39-80 disulfides; presumably due to the limitation of shotgun pro-
teomics in identifying disulfides. 

Beyond identification of proteins associated with metabolism and 
cytoskeletal structure, proteins with Cys modifications are also involved 
in an array of other biological processes. The protein CDGSH iron-sulfur 
domain-containing protein 1 (CISD1, aka. MitoNEET) is putative redox 
sensing protein with several cysteine residues in its metal binding (iron) 
cluster [72]. Among these is Cys83, which forms a disulfide with either 
Cys72 or 74 of another protomer, resulting in the formation of a 
homodimer [73]. CISD1 has been found to interact with the insulin 
regulator glutamate dehydrogenase 1 (GDH1) via an intermolecular 
disulfide bond between Cys74 of MitoNEET and Cys319 of GDH1 [73]. 
In our study, we found that Cys83 contained a SO3H modification 
(Fig. 5, Table S3), which could prevent both homodimerization of 
MitoNEET as well as subsequent disulfide formation with GDH1, which 
is needed to enhance its activity. Interestingly, the SO3H modification 
was downregulated following induction of ER stress in our data, which 
may mean that more MitoNEET homodimers are present and GDH1 
activity could be upregulated. Further work is needed to test this theory 
as well as determine the effects of the SO3H modification. The ubiquitin 
C-terminal hydrolase L1 (UCHL1) is an abundant deubiquitinase in 
neurons and β-cells and is emerging as a biomarker of β-cell destruction 
[74]. A deficiency in UCHL1 function leads to an increase in toxic pro-
tein aggregates and is implicated in mechanisms that cause neurode-
generative diseases as well as Type II diabetes [75,76]. It was found in a 
later study in myeloma cells that Cys220, found within the essential 
CKAA motif, is required for promoting mTOR-AKT signaling and in-
teracts with translation initiation factors to promote assembly of the 
initiation complex [77]. In our dataset, Cys220 exhibited a minor in-
crease in SSH and moderate decrease in SO3H following induction of ER 
stress (Fig. S1, Table S3). The effect of these redox PTMs on the function 
of UCHL1 are not known, however another report found that SNO at 
Cys220 leads to its instability [78], emphasizing the importance of redox 
PTMs in UCHL1’s function. 

4. Discussion 

The high reactivity of protein cysteine thiols and the complex redox 
microenvironments in which they exist make the redox sensitive Cys 
residues amenable to form an array of redox PTMs, each potentially 
leading to different biological effects on a protein. The complex and 
dynamic nature of redox PTMs makes their precise and quantitative 
characterization a daunting challenge in redox biology. Current 

knowledge about thiol redox PTMs and their associated proteins has 
stemmed from studies that investigated specific forms of cysteine 
oxidation (through chemo-specific probes or their selective reduction) 
or broadly (block free thiols, reduce all reversibly oxidized thiols, then 
enrichment or labeling of nascent free thiols). The SSG, SOH, SNO, or 
total reversible cysteine oxidation profile can be ascertained using in-
direct methods [79], however other modifications such as SO2H or SO3H 
are more challenging to identify using the same approach since they are 
typically irreversibly oxidized. To overcome this problem, development 
of specific probes that select for SO2H have been reported [80], but 
SO3H remains difficult to probe. Together, these methods have greatly 
improved our understanding of redox PTMs; however, knowledge 
regarding the landscape of multiple types of redox PTMs in a given 
biological system and their response to perturbations is still very limited. 
Moreover, profiling for one type of redox PTM provides an incomplete 
account of redox regulation through multiple types of PTMs that a 
protein and cysteine site will encounter, which may interfere with how 
redox regulation of a protein or pathway is interpreted. Therefore, the 
redox biology field requires new techniques that can investigate multi-
ple types of thiol oxidation simultaneously to gain a more comprehen-
sive view into the diversity of redox PTMs at a given site. 

4.1. Advantages and limitations of the direct detection assay for thiol 
PTMs 

The present direct detection assay enables simultaneous measure-
ments of both protein abundances and multiple types of thiol PTMs 
through preserving stable thiol PTMs with a relatively mild alkylation 
reagent, HPE-IAM, for blocking reactive thiols and a deep proteome 
profiling workflow. The ability of this method to uncover multiple types 
of thiol PTMs in a single experimentmakes it complementary to most 
other thiol redox proteomics approaches, which typically focus on one 
type of thiol PTM through specific enrichment strategy. The multiform 
PTMs detected on key proteins provide a unique level of information on 
the complexity of thiol PTMs and their regulation on key functional 
cysteine sites that are typically unavailable in other indirect profiling 
studies. We should also note that this direct detection strategy is not 
limited to thiol PTMs since all stable PTMs should be identifiable with 
proper sample preparation for preservation of PTMs of interest. The 
ability to perform integrated dynamic measurements of both protein 
abundances and individual PTMs in this workflow is another significant 
advantage for delineating translational and post-translational changes 
and for investigating potential crosstalk between different types of PTMs 
(e.g. redox vs. phosphorylation) on protein structure and function. 

While the current direct detection strategy holds potential for 
uncovering multiform thiol PTMs, there are several caveats associated 
with this method. First, the overall coverage of Cys sites with PTMs is 
still relatively low compared to those achievable with specific enrich-
ment strategies [81,82]. The relatively low coverage of modified Cys 
sites is somewhat anticipated given that no enrichment strategy is 
applied in this workflow. The current dataset only observed 275 proteins 
with significant changes in thiol PTMs, which is insufficient to provide a 
broad view of the redox-dependent pathways involved in ER stress 
regulation. Consequently, the current indirect approaches are more 
useful as tools to obtain a global picture of the redox proteome [81–83]. 
Second, several thiol PTMs such as SNO or SOH are known for their 
instability and reactivity, leading to their conversion of other redox 
PTMs such as SSG [84,85], or in the case of SOH, progression to SO2H 
and SO3H [8]. The alkylation-based stabilization of SSSH or higher order 
of hydropolysulfides also remains challenging [31]. Direct detection of 
such labile modifications would be challenging. Third, due to the nature 
of the tripeptide glutathione, direct identification of SSG also presents its 
own challenge, as fragmentation of peptides with SSG during LC-MS/MS 
analysis can result in complex spectra [86]. Since SSG contributes a mass 
of 305.0682 Da to cysteine, glutathione itself will be fragmented like a 
peptide, leading to neutral loss. As an alternative and complementary 
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approach, indirect methods that derivatize specific PTMs have proven 
valuable for detection of these labile and challenging modifications [79, 
87–89]. Fourth, despite the known relative abundance of inter-chain 
disulfides in proteins, detection of such disulfides at proteome level 
has been a bioinformatics challenge [90,91]. While we did not attempt 
to cover interchain disulfide in this work, such identifications are 
certainly worth additional efforts. Finally, the general stability of thiol 
PTMs and their interconversion including disulfide reshuffling both in 
situ and during sample processing should be taken into consideration for 
data interpretation. For instance, it is established that disulfide oxida-
tion can result in many forms of thiol PTMs such SOH, SO2H, SO3H, as 
well as SSG [7,92]. Moreover, disulfide reshuffling can occur during 
sample processing due to the alkaline pH, which may introduce disulfide 
artifacts via unblocked free thiols [91]; therefore, the initial efficient 
blocking step of free thiols by alkylation is critical to prevent such ar-
tifacts. Such complexity of interconversion of thiol PTMs presents a 
further challenge in interpreting the significance of observed thiol PTMs. 

4.2. Challenges in interpreting the potential significance of thiol PTMs 

With all the data generated from single PTM or multiple PTM 
profiling experiments, identifying the biological significance of the 
PTMs on a protein (if they are not yet known) is always a challenge. This 
is especially true when multiple types of PTMs are observed at the same 
site, which may even have opposing effects on a protein (i.e. enhanced 
or reduced function). It is unclear how different types of PTMs are 
regulated at the specific Cys sites such as GAPDH Cys150, whether the 
specific PTM was converted from another PTM such as SOH, and which 
modification type has more significant functional impact. Analytical 
advances are still clearly needed to quantify different types of modifi-
cations in a stoichiometric manner [93]. This is essential for grasping 
how the distribution of different PTMs with a common Cys site influence 
underlying protein functions and biological processes. Currently, ge-
netic and biochemical methods remain the most widely used approaches 
to understand the biological relevance of a site and a specific PTM. 
Genetic follow-up experiments typically incorporate site directed 
mutagenesis of a Cys site or knockdown of the protein to see if there is 
any effect in a biological system, while biochemical methods can pro-
vide insight into how a PTM may affect a protein’s specific function. In 
this way, the effects of redox PTMs can be characterized to determine 
what proportion of protein identified in a direct detection assay is active. 
Modeling the different types of PTMs observed at the same Cys site may 
provide insight into their effects on protein structure. Molecular dy-
namic simulations of these modifications may provide clues as to how a 
redox PTM may inhibit or enhance a protein’s function. The combined 
efforts of direct and indirect proteomic approaches along with in-depth 
genetic or biochemical studies can uncover significant redox-regulated 
Cys sites to guide selection of proteins for future studies involved in 
drug design or biomarker evaluation. 

In summary, the direct detection workflow enables simultaneous 
profiling of the global proteome and the thiol redox proteome with 
coverage of multiple types of thiol PTMs as demonstrated in mouse 
pancreatic β-cells under ER stress. The results not only reveal distinct 
translational and posttranslational regulation in response to ER stress, 
but more importantly uncover the complexity of multiple types of thiol 
redox PTMs, which often occur on the same Cys residues. The observed 
complexity of thiol PTMs further highlights the challenge in the char-
acterization and interpretation of protein thiol modifications in redox 
biology. 
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